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1 Introduction
The ESA CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer campaign 2019 is an add‐on to the campaign carried out in the
spring 2019, which did not cover all the flights that were planned due to weather obstacles. The aims
of this campaign were to:
1) Cross‐validating ESA CryoSat‐2 and NASA ICESat‐2 missions over summer sea ice in the Arctic
2) Test a dual‐frequency (Ka/Ku‐band) airborne radar system developed and operated by
Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS), University of Kansas. This is done to exploit
the concept for future polar satellite missions, i.e. the CRISTAL mission.
The campaign involved operations of the CReSIS Ka/Ku‐band radar system, and the DTU laser scanner
setup using chartered Twin Otter aircraft (TF‐POF) from Norlandair, Iceland. This instrument setup
differs from previous CryoVEx campaigns (i.e. CryoVEx/KAREN 2016 fall and 2017 spring campaigns,
CryoVEx/Antarctic 2017‐18 campaign and CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 2019 spring campaign), where the Ka‐
band and Ku‐band airborne radar altimeters were independent instruments, i.e. the MetaSensing Ka‐
band radar (KAREN) and ESA’s Ku‐band radar (ASIRAS).
Two sea ice flights were flown in the Arctic Ocean out of Station Nord including two near coincident
underflights of ICESat‐2 and two of CryoSat‐2, see Figure 1. Transit flights crossing the Greenland Ice
Sheet were also used to collect measurements when possible, following flight lines that have been
surveyed before.
This report outlines the airborne campaign carried out during August 6 – August 16, 2019. The
campaign was coordinated by National Space Institute, Technical University of Denmark (DTU Space)
in collaboration with CReSIS, University of Kansas, US.
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Figure 1: Overview of the flight tracks from the CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 airborne campaign. Stars
mark satellite passage time on the day of flight.

2 Summary of operation
The CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign took place August 6 – August 16, 2019. The Norlandair
Twin Otter (reg: TF‐POF), which is the same aircraft as used throughout previous CryoVEx campaigns,
was chartered. The instrument installation and test flights took place in Akureyri, Iceland, August 7‐9,
2019, following the general instrument certification for the aircraft obtained in 2006 (Hvidegaard and
Stenseng, 2006).
A successful test flight on August 9 was followed by the transit flights from Iceland to Daneborg,
Greenland, while the transit from there to Station Nord was flown on August 10. During this flight,
measurements were carried out over the ice sheet. The two prime sea ice flights in the Wandel Sea
out of Station Nord, both including ICESat‐2 and CryoSat‐2 underflights, were flown on August 11 and
12, respectively. The transit back to Iceland was flown on August 14. Including the transit flights to
and from Station Nord, the total flight hours of the campaign was about 24 hours. An overview of
flight tracks is provided in Figure 1.
During surveying, the flight altitude is typically 300 m agl, limited by the range of the laser scanner,
and the nominal ground speed is 135 knots. The aircraft is equipped with an extra ferry tank
permitting longer flights (5‐6 hrs), and an autopilot for better navigation accuracy. In good conditions
the across‐track accuracy is down to a few meters using a custom‐made navigation system
ESA CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 2019 airborne field campaign
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connected to geodetic GPS receivers. Calibration flights of the instruments over buildings and
runways were performed whenever possible.
The airborne science team consisted of Sine M. Hvidegaard, Louise Sandberg Sørensen, and Andreas
Stokholm from DTU Space, and Fernando Rodriguez‐Morales from CReSIS/ University of Kansas. An
overview of the flights is found in Table 1 along with a detailed “day‐to‐day”‐report in Section 2.1.
Operator logs and detailed plots of flight tracks are provided in Appendix 9.
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Table 1: Overview of CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign flights
Landing
Date

DO
Y

Flight

Track

Take off
UTC

Airborne
Airborne

Survey operator
accumulated
[dd:hh:mm]

UTC

08‐08‐2019

220

a

AEY test flight

19:42

20:06

00:24

00:00:24

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

09‐08‐2019

221

a

AEY test flight

11:02

11:38

00:36

00:01:00

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

09‐08‐2019

221

b

AEY‐CNP

13:06

15:37

02:31

00:03:31

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

09‐08‐2019

221

c

CNP‐Mestersvig

15:59

16:44

00:45

00:04:16

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

09‐08‐2019

221

d

Mestersvig‐BGDN

16:59

18:10

01:11

00:05:27

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

10‐08‐2019

222

a

BGDN‐STN

14:43

18:29

03:46

00:09:13

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

11‐08‐2019

223

STN‐IS‐CS‐STN

14:08

17:48

03:40

00:12:53

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

12‐08‐2019

224

STN‐IS‐CS‐STN

00:18

04:49

04:31

00:17:24

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

14‐08‐2020

226

a

STN‐Mestersvig

09:50

13:27

03:37

00:21:01

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

14‐08‐2020

226

b

Mestersvig‐CNP

13:54

14:33

00:39

00:21:40

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

14‐08‐2020

226

c

CNP‐AEY

14:59

17:10

02:11

00:23:51

SMH/LSS/AS/FRM

2.1

Day to Day

The CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign progressed as follows:
Science team: Sine Munk Hvidegaard (SMH), Louise Sandberg Sørensen (LSS), Andreas Stokholm (AS),
Fernando Rodriguez‐Morales (FRM)
Pilots: Gudmundur Emilsson, Oskar Oskarsson
Aug 6 (DOY 218) SMH, LSS and FRM ‐> Akureyri
Aug 7 (DOY 219) DTU Installation in Norlandair Hangar. CReSIS instruments arrived late afternoon.
AIR1 is on front antenna (SCANNER, EMAP), AIR2 is on front antenna (OXTS), AIR3 is on rear antenna
(PPS to CReSIS radar), MAXOR is on front antenna (NMEA to CReSIS radar).
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Aug 8 (DOY 220) AS ‐> Akureyri. CReSIS installation started and DTU installation continued. Test
flight, but this was short due to issues with both DTU scanner and CReSIS radar. The CReSIS radar
operated properly in only one of the two bands. The issue was traced to a bad antenna connection.
Aug 9 (DOY 221) Installation: DTU scanner was tilted backwards, 2‐3 spacers needed. The tilt was
determined from aiming at getting a level scan (when aircraft on ground). NMEA input to the CReSIS
radar was changed to come from a Maxor, because the JAVADs seem to output too many strings,
which is an issue for the radar.
Test/calibration flight in Akureyri. All okay. Flight Akureyri –> Constable Point ‐> Mestersvig ‐>
Daneborg. We had an extra passenger with us to drop off at Mestersvig. We could not go to Station
Nord because of time limitations, so we changed plans to stay over in Daneborg.
Aug 10 (DOY 222) Waiting for weather to improve at Station Nord. Flight Daneborg ‐> Station Nord
with measurements of the ice sheet (following PROMICE flight lines) on the way. Good measuring
conditions on the way over the ice sheet. Arrive at Station Nord at 18:30.
Aug 11 (DOY 223) Afternoon/evening flight for ICESat‐2 track and CryoSat‐2 track. On ICESat‐2 track
there were some patches of broken high clouds and some areas of low fog. All in all, good conditions
until halfway on line, where there were many low clouds. We had almost one hour of ICESat‐2 track.
We broke off to go to the CryoSat track.
Before lunch: AS placed a tide gauge close to the station.
Due to the issues from DOY 222 with the GPS signals, we decided to change the GPS setup before
today’s flight. The setup now is: AIR1 is on front antenna (SCANNER, EMAP), AIR2 is on front antenna
(OXTS), AIR3 is on rear antenna, MAXOR is on rear antenna (NMEA and PPS to CReSIS radar).
Aug 12 (DOY 224) Night flight for ICESat‐2 and CryoSat‐2 tracks. On ICESat‐2 track there were many
clouds and some clear areas at the very end of the line. CS track fine (only high clouds) – satellite
pass a few minutes after end of line. All instruments ok except for the nadir camera that stopped
working at the beginning of flight.
15 hours rest for the pilots after two flights. Data backup and rest during the daytime.
Aug 13 (DOY 225) Weather not good for afternoon/evening flight. Low pressure system passing with
rain and low clouds. Later high winds.
‘Team building exercise’ with cake‐baking (late for dinner Aug 12) in the morning. Tide gauge
revisited and levelling from sea surface to GPS antenna position.
Quiet afternoon.
Aug 14 (DOY 226) Morning flight STN‐MVG‐CNP. The weather (clouds with snow) did not make it
possible to survey over the ice sheet. Afternoon/evening flight CNP‐AEY.
Aug 15 (DOY 227) The aircraft was chartered out so we had to take out all instruments quickly in the
morning. Spent the rest of the day packing.
Aug 16 (DOY 228) Science crew returned home. SMH, LSS and AS ‐> CPH and FRM‐> US.
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3 Hardware installation
The hardware installation in the Norlandair Twin Otter (TF‐POF) consisted of the following
instruments:
⮚ CReSIS/University of Kansas Ku‐/ Ka‐band radar altimeter "CReSIS"
⮚ DTU Space Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) of the type Riegl LMS Q‐240i‐60
⮚ Three geodetic dual‐frequency GPS receivers of type Javad Delta (AIR1‐3), and one Maxor
(AIR4) were used. AIR4 was used to support CReSIS with NMEA information.
⮚ An Inertial navigation system (INS) of the type Honeywell H-764G
⮚ An Inertial navigation system (INS) of the type OxTS
⮚ Cameras (One Garmin and one GoPro) for vertical and slant looking images, respectively.
The CReSIS radar is a dual‐band radar altimeter system capable of acquiring coincident surface
elevation measurements at Ku‐ and Ka‐bands (Rodríguez‐Morales et al., 2021). The instrument is also
capable of resolving layers in snow/firn, with a penetration depth that varies depending on surface
conditions (Rodriguez‐Morales et al. (2014), Li et al. (2019)). The instrument operates in frequency
modulated continuous wave (FMCW) mode over a very wide bandwidth (up to 6 GHz), resulting in
fine vertical resolution (~5 cm in free space and ~4 cm snow/firn). Initial on ground tests of its firn
capabilities were performed on the Greenland Ice Sheet during the CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 2019 spring
campaign (Rodríguez‐Morales et al., 2021; Skourup et al., 2021) using a boom extended through the
back door of a DHC‐6 Twin Otter for mounting of the antennas. Similar versions of the Ku‐band
system have been flown multiple times onboard different platforms including Twin Otters, NASA P‐3,
DC‐8, and C‐130. The Ka‐band system was flown on board the NASA C‐130 in 2015. This campaign
provided an excellent opportunity to test the combined capabilities of the dual‐band system onboard
the Twin Otter, and operate it in conjunction with the DTU instrument package. For this campaign,
the radar consisted of a data acquisition system, a transceiver, and a set of horn antennas (Figure 2).

ESA CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 2019 airborne field campaign
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Figure 2: Photographs of the main components of the CReSIS dual‐band radar altimeter:
In‐cabin electronics installed in the ASIRAS rack (left inset); radar transceiver (top right
inset); and horn antenna configuration (bottom right inset).

To avoid shadow effects from the hull of the aircraft the ALS was tilted slightly backwards. The data
acquisition system of the CReSIS instruments/PCs were fitted into the rear ASIRAS rack, while the
radar transceiver and antennas were installed in the aft baggage compartment.
Four geodetic dual‐frequency GPS receivers (AIR1, AIR2, AIR3 and AIR4), mounted to log precise
aircraft positioning, were connected to two separate GPS antennas (“front” and “rear”) through
antenna beam splitters. The GPS antennas are permanently installed on TF‐POF. Information about
the antenna constellation is provided below:
Front antenna:
●
●
●

AIR1 (SCANNER and EMAP)
AIR2 (OXTS)
AIR4/MAXOR (NMEA to CReSIS radar) ‐ until August 10 (DOY 222)

Rear antenna:
● AIR3 (PPS to CReSIS radar until August 10 (DOU 222))
● AIR4/MAXOR (NMEA/PPS to CReSIS radar) ‐ since August 11 (DOY 223)
Final Report
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The logging rates of the AIR2, AIR3, and AIR4 were 1 Hz, whereas AIR1 was logging at 2 Hz to support
the navigation system (EMAP). Offsets between GPS antennas and ALS/CReSIS reference points are
provided in Table 2.
To record the attitude (pitch, roll and heading) of the aircraft, two inertial navigation systems (INS)
were used. The primary unit is a medium grade INS of type Honeywell H‐764G. This unit collects data
both in a free‐inertial and a GPS‐aided mode at 50 Hz. Specified accuracy levels in roll and pitch are
better than 0.1˚, and usual accuracy is higher than this. The OxTS INS was carried along as a backup
instrument. The setup of the instruments in the aircraft is shown in Figure 3 and pictures of the
various instruments are shown in Figure 4‐6.
Table 2: The dx, dy and dz offsets for the lever arm from the GPS antennas to the origin of the laser scanner,
and the CReSIS reference point.
To laser scanner

dx (m)

dy (m)

dz (m)

from front GPS antenna

‐ 3.70

+ 0.52

+ 1.58

from rear GPS antenna

+ 0.00

‐ 0.35

+ 1.42

to CReSIS reference point1

dx (m)

dy (m)

dz (m)

from front GPS antenna

‐3.70

+0.47

+1.66

from rear GPS antenna

0.00

‐0.40

+1.50

y
x
Seat

POWER
RACK

Seat

Figure 3: Overview of instrument setup in the Norlandair
Twin Otter aircraft (TF‐POF)
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RACK
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ALS
CReSIS
INS

The Ku/Ka-band
radar’s acquisition
system is added to
the rear-ASIRAS
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The Ku/Ka-band
radar transceiver
and antennas are
mounted alongside
the laser scanner.
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Figure 4: Bottom view of the Norlandair Twin Otter (TF‐POF) showing CReSIS antennas together with ALS and
Garmin camera. Up is towards the front of the aircraft. RF absorber sheets are installed around the antennas
to increase isolation between the transmit‐ and receive‐antennas and minimize the effect of undesired
reflections within the tight cavity.

Figure 5: View of cabin in aircraft; Left picture: rack for ALS, GPS and INS (front of aircraft, left). Right picture:
CReSIS rack (rear right).
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Figure 6: The mounting plate with instruments in the aft baggage compartment as seen from above (inside
the aircraft).
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4 Overview of acquired data
Data from the various instruments were acquired where feasible, considering the limited range of
the ALS system and the weather. An overview of all acquired data is listed in Table 3.
We collected 719 GB of data with the CReSIS dual‐band radar. This includes data recorded during the
test, transit and science flights. We tested different transmit power and record settings to (1)
minimize the effect of the limited isolation between transmit and receive antennas in this trial run,
and (2) to adjust data rates low enough for long acquisitions (several hours). The system functioned
properly during the flights, with some gaps in data collection whenever settings were being adjusted
or changed.
In general, the ALS worked well. During all flights the last pulse option was used, to avoid internal
reflections of the aircraft fuselage due to the tight instrument setup. The data volume obtained by
the ALS is about 250‐300 MB per hour. During the campaign a total of approximately 4 GB ALS data
was acquired.
The airborne GPS units logged data internally in the receivers during flight, which were downloaded
upon landing on laptop PCs. The GPS reference station listed in Tables 3 are described in further
detail in Section 5.1.
Despite the limited space in the instrument bay, it was possible to mount a nadir‐looking Garmin
camera between the CReSIS radar antennas. The Garmin field of view was a little blocked by the RF
absorbing used for the antennas (see figure 4). In turn, the presence of the Garmin camera
prevented the installation of absorber between the Ka‐band horn antennas, as needed to maximize
the isolation between the transmitter and receiver. However, this configuration provided the best
trade‐off for both instruments. In potential future installations, the antenna mounts could be
modified to address these two issues while maximizing performance. Additional slant looking GoPro
was mounted on a rear window in the cabin. These images were only acquired for sea ice flights. For
a more detailed description of images, see Section 5.5.
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Table 3: Data acquisition overview from CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign
Date

DOY

AIR1

AIR2

AIR3

AIR4

EGI
H‐764G

ALS

CRe‐
SIS

GPS
REF1

OXTS

Nadir
GAR
MIN

GoPro

Log

Remarks

08‐08‐2019

220

X

X

X

‐

X

X

X

‐

X

‐

‐

X

Test flight,
instruments issues

09‐08‐2019

221

X

X

X

‐

X

X

X

X

X

‐

‐

X

Test flight

09‐08‐2019

221

X

X

X

‐

X

‐

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

AEY‐CNP

09‐08‐2019

221

X

X

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

CNP‐Mestersvig.
No survey

09‐08‐2019

221

‐

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

Mestersvig‐BGDN.
No survey

10‐08‐2019

222

X

X

X

‐

X

X

X

‐

X

‐

‐

X

BGDN – STN.

11‐08‐2019

223

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X1

X

STN‐STN.

12‐08‐2019

224

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X2

X

X

STN‐STN

14‐08‐2019

226

X

X

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

‐

‐

X

STN‐Mestersvig
No survey

14‐08‐2019

226

X

X

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

Mestersvig‐CNP.
No survey

14‐08‐2019

226

X

‐

‐

‐

_

X

‐

‐

‐

‐

X

CNP‐AEY.
No survey

X

X

X

1) stopped before the end of the flight
2) partly coved flight due to failure after approx. 1 hour
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5 Processing
The data processing is shared between CReSIS and DTU Space. The CReSIS radar data is processed
using GPS and INS data supplied by DTU Space to ensure a consistent baseline, which is possible as all
the instruments are flown on the same platform. GPS differential positioning and combined INS‐GPS
integration is performed at DTU Space followed by processing of laser distance measurement into
elevation above a reference ellipsoid. DTU Space also performs the comparisons between lidar data
and radar data sets to correct for any offsets in the radar data.
The final campaign data files can be requested through the ESA portal:

ESA Earth Online ‐ campaign data ‐ CryoVEx 2019
ESA Earth Online ‐ CRYO2ICE

The following subsections provides more details regarding the data processing for each of the
instruments.

5.1

GPS and INS data

The exact position of the aircraft is found from kinematic solutions of the GPS data obtained by the
GPS receivers installed in the aircraft; see Section 3. Two methods can be used for post‐processing of
GPS data, differential (DIF) processing and precise point positioning (PPP). Whereas the first method
uses information from reference stations in the processing procedure, the PPP method is only based
on precise information of satellite clock and orbit errors.
A Javad Maxor Receiver (REF) with internal antenna and logging rate 1 Hz were used as a temporary
base station. The base station was mounted on DTU Space small tripods (vertical height 12 cm).
However, the reference points were generally not marked, and thus the reference stations were not
placed at the exact same position for the different flights, and a reference point must be calculated
for each flight. The positions of the temporary base stations are determined using the online GPS
processing services AUSPOS (http://www.ga.gov.au/earth‐monitoring/geodesy/auspos‐online‐gps‐
processing‐service.html) offered by Geoscience Australia. The service calculates the position of the
reference stations in the ITRF 2014 reference system using data from the closest permanent GPS
stations with a position accuracy of about 2 cm. This accuracy is available even in the polar regions
with long distances to the closest permanent stations.
The GPS processing was performed with Waypoint GrafNav (version 8.40) by use of precise IGS orbit
and clock files and correction for ionospheric and tropospheric errors. For each flight several
solutions are made using different combinations of GPS reference stations and aircraft receivers. The
best solution for each flight is selected according to Table 4 and used in the further processing.
Final Report
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Table 4: Processing details with best combination of GPS and INS data
Date
08‐08‐2019

DOY
220

09‐08‐2019

GPS rover

Reference GPS

GPS
processing

INS

AIR3

REF1

DIF

No measurements

AIR3

REF1

DIF

H‐764G

AIR3

PPP

H‐764G

PPP

No measurements

PPP

No measurements

PPP

10‐08‐2019

222

AIR3

-

11‐08‐2019

223

AIR3

‐

PPP

H‐764G
H‐764G

12‐08‐2019

224

AIR3

‐

PPP

H‐764G

14‐08‐2019

226

AIR3

‐

PPP

No measurements

09‐08‐2019
09‐08‐2019

221

09‐08‐2019

AIR3
AIR2

The position and attitude information (pitch, roll and heading) observed with the INS instrument as
outlined in Section 3, are reduced from 50 Hz to 10 Hz and then merged with the GPS solutions by
draping the INS derived positions onto the GPS solutions. The draping is done by modeling the
function, found in the equation below, by a low pass smoothed correction curve, which is added to
the INS.
ɛ (t) = PGPS(t) – PINS(t)
This way a smooth GPS‐INS solution is obtained, which can be used for geolocation of laser and
camera observations.
The selected INS solutions are listed in Table 4. As seen, all solutions are based on the primary
Honeywell (H‐764G) INS unit. Attitude information from the backup OxTS was not necessary to
include as the primary instrument performed well throughout the campaign.
The best combined GPS and INS solutions, as listed in Table 4, are packed as binary files in the ESA
file format also used for similar campaigns, see Cullen (2010). An overview of the final GPS and INS
files is listed in Appendix 13 and 14, respectively, with file name convention according to Appendix
12.

5.2

Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS)

The RIEGL LMS Q‐240i‐60 laser scanner uses 4 rotating mirrors, which results in parallel scan lines on
the surface with a maximum scan‐angle of 60˚. The ALS operates with wavelength 904 nm, which is
expected to reflect on the air‐snow interface for cloud free conditions. The pulse repetition
frequency is 10,000 Hz and the spatial resolution was chosen to give a regular coverage of the
surface with approximately 1 point/m2 corresponding to 40 scan lines per second with 251 laser
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shots per line. At a flight height of 300 m the across‐track swath width is roughly equal to the flight
height. The laser shot‐to‐shot accuracy is a few centimeters.
The raw range observations are combined with position and attitude information from the GPS/INS
solutions to provide 3D surface information. The vertical accuracy is in the order of 10 cm depending
primarily on uncertainties in the kinematic GPS‐solutions. The raw logged files, named by start times,
are listed in Appendix 10.

5.2.1

Calibration

Calibration of ALS misalignment angles between ALS and INS can be estimated from successive
overflights from different directions of the same building, where the position of the corners is known
with high precision from GPS measurements. Also, flights over runways can add to the calibration
and for this purpose, buildings and runways in Akureyri and at Station Nord have been measured as
listed below:
●
●

DOY 221, August 9, 2019, Akureyri, Iceland (building with blue roof)
DOY 223, August 11, 2019, Station Nord, Greenland (Ebbes koldhal)

The ALS data has been routinely processed and the calibration angles for each flight based on the
calibration flights together with inspection of crossovers and overflights of relative flat surfaces can
be found Section 5.2.3 and Appendix 10. An example of ALS elevations from overflight of the
calibration building and runway at Station Nord is given in Figure 7.

Figure 7: ALS elevations (w.r.t. WGS‐84) of the calibration building and runway at Station Nord, August 11,
2019
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5.2.2

Laser scanner outlier detection and removal

The removal of outliers and clouds were done by manual inspection of all data files using a python 3
program (SkyFilt.py) with an option to automatically remove data points closer than a selected range
(typically 50m) to the aircraft, by using input from processed GPS‐heights and/or removal of a
selected range window about the vertical elevation.
5.2.3

Cross‐over Statistics

As a part of the processing routine, crossover statistics are derived for repeated overflights. The
quality of these crossover statistics varies depending on surface type, incidence angle and level of
processing. In general, statistics over sea ice are poor due to the drift of sea ice between
intersections. The statistics based on raw scanner data after outlier editing are summarized in Table
5, and an example of crossover given in Figure 8. The mean elevation differences in the cross‐over
points here are less than 6 cm, and mainly represent errors related with the GPS solutions. The
standard deviation of the crossover difference is less than 8 cm over flat surfaces. These values are
within the expected ranges and reflect data of high quality.
Table 5: Crossover statistics. Highlighted crossover is provided as an example in Figure 8
Date
09‐08‐
2019

DOY
221

X‐over
X0

# points
138106

Mean (m)
‐0.01

Std. Dev. (m)
1.08

Min. (m)
‐12.14

Max (m)
14.45

10‐08‐
2019
11‐08‐
2019

222

X1
X0

485765
32655

0.00
‐0.01

0.07
0.08

‐4.60
‐0.53

2.77
0.42

Rw1 & rw2
Ice Sheet

223

X0

16347

0.06

0.10

‐0.96

0.87

Rw & Blg1

X1
X3

13442
11584

0.03
0.02

0.47
0.27

‐5.33
‐2.07

5.05
2.01

Blg1 & Blg2
Sea ice
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Figure 8: ALS crossover elevation differences from flight on August 10, 2019 over the Greenland Ice Sheet

5.2.4

Final processed data

Processed ALS data comes as geo‐located point clouds, in lines of width 300‐400m at full resolution
(1mx1m), in format time, latitude, longitude, heights given with respect to WGS‐84 reference
ellipsoid, amplitude and sequential number of data point per scan line (1‐251). The ALS data files are
packed in netcdf4 format. An overview of the processed data is given in Figure 9 together with
Appendix 15. Note that broken lines are due to local cloud cover or flight elevations beyond the
range of the ALS instrument.
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Figure 9: Mission overview of the processed ALS data. All recorded heights are given as geo‐located point‐
clouds with respect to the WGS‐84 reference ellipsoid.
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5.3

CReSIS dual‐frequency radar altimeter

The CReSIS radar instrument is a multi‐Ultra Wide Band (UWB) homodyne frequency modulated
continuous wave (FMCW) radar, capable of transmitting ~100 mW on each band. With ~6 GHz of
bandwidth, the system provides a theoretical vertical resolution of ~3 cm in snow, assuming a
windowing factor of 1.44 and a dielectric constant of 1.53, which corresponds to a density of 0.3
g/cm3. This resolution is likely sufficient for the assessment of firn layers in ice sheets and thick snow
cover on sea ice. However, wider bandwidths are required for measuring thin snow on sea ice, as
shown in (Rodrígues‐Morales et al. 2020). A summary of the specifications for the CReSIS radar are
provided in Table 6, and an overview of the acquired CReSIS files named with start/stop times are
listed in Appendix 11.

5.3.1

Processing

The CReSIS radar is a classic nadir‐looking altimeter, i.e. the current system configuration does not
support acquisition in the SAR nor SARIn mode that CryoSat‐2 does, and former airborne radars
(ASIRAS and KAREN) used in previous CryoVEx campaigns. The processing is, although, performed
with a form of along‐track SAR processing to narrow the beam in that direction (see footprint
information in Table 6). The CReSIS radar altimeter captures range profiles in the time domain, after
a pre‐defined number of onboard averages (8 by default). The range profiles are tagged with UTC
time for geo‐location in post‐processing. Corrections applied in post‐processing include coherent
noise removal, and compensation for the radar’s impulse response. Figure 10 a and b shows two
preliminary data products obtained over land ice and sea ice from data collected on 10‐08‐2019 and
12‐08‐2019, respectively. These are geo‐located based on the final combined GPS/INS solutions
provided in Table 4. The data collected over the ice cap show a sub‐surface reflecting layer
discernible from the Ku‐band data. The Ka‐band data do not show the same feature because of the
lesser signal penetration at those frequencies, which is expected. The artifact seen in the Ka‐band
data set at ~ 2‐m depth is caused by antenna sidelobes, and have been removed in the final data
product. The data over sea ice shows radar returns over a very smooth surface, which has been used
for calibration of the system’s response.
The CReSIS toolbox (CReSIS, 2021) is a set of Matlab, C/C++, python, and bash codes used to process,
analyze and distribute radar data.

5.3.2

Final processed data

The final processed files are currently provided as Matlab‐files (.mat). The variables provided in the
matlab files are described in Appendix 17.
The files can be downloaded at:
For the Ku‐band:
https://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/kuband/2019_Greenland_TO/CSARP_qlook/
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For the Ka‐band:
https://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/kaband/2019_Greenland_TO/CSARP_qlook/
Associated images and maps (see examples provided in Figure 10) for reference can be found at:
https://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/kuband/2019_Greenland_TO/images/
https://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/kaband/2019_Greenland_TO/images/
List of final processed Ka‐band and Ku‐band data are provided in Appendix 18. Calibration of the
radar at selected runway overflights are performed in Section 5.4 and initial results are provided in
Section 6.2.

Table 6: Specifications of the CReSIS radar
Footprint size
Instrument Band

Frequecy (GHz)
Along‐track (m)

Across‐track (m)

Range resolution
(m)

Ku‐band

12 to 18

~5

~14

0.05

Ka‐band

32 to 38

~5

~14

0.05

(a)
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(b)
Figure 10: Examples of preliminary “quick‐look” products from the dual‐band CReSIS instrument. These
echograms were produced with data collected: (a) over land ice from the 10‐08 flight and; (b) over sea ice
during the 12‐08 flight.

Figure 11: Examples of final processed radar reflections from the same example as Figure 9 b over sea ice
August 11th UTC 16:48 2019 with Ku left and Ka right.
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5.4

Calibration and absolute heights of CReSIS radar

To obtain absolute surface heights from the CReSIS radar, an offset dependent on frequency and
retracker, must be applied to account for internal delays in cables and electronics. The offset is
estimated by comparing CReSIS surface heights to surface heights obtained by ALS over a surface,
where both the radar and the laser are known to reflect at the same surface. Such measurements
are typically obtained by overflights of runways.
The runway overflights performed during CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign are listed below:
●
●

DOY 221, August 9, 2019, Akureyri
DOY 223, August 11, 2019, Station Nord, Greenland

The data from the runway overflights are available in the delivered data set, see table 7. In the
following we compare ALS surface elevations with a threshold algorithm (8 dB rising along the
leading edge, CReSIS, J. Li) applied to the CReSIS radar for both Ka‐ and Ku‐bands. For each CReSIS
elevation we use a search radius of 5m corresponding to 4‐5 ALS elevations to account for the extent
of the footprint size of the radar system. The ALS elevations within the search radii are averaged and
subtracted from the radar elevation. A total mean off‐set is provided for each runway overflight in
Table 7. In addition, standard deviation and percentage of accepted points due to the limits on roll
are also provided.
The mean offsets between the runway overflights in Akureyri (Table 7) are 7 cm/6 cm using the
CReSIS threshold retracker for Ka/Ku‐band. The mean offsets from the Station Nord (STN) runway
overflight, are about 10 cm higher than in Akureyri, which can be due to the relatively large roll‐
angles (>1.5˚). If we use similar standard procedures, as for ASIRAS and KAREN we would discard any
measurement with roll angles larger than ±1.5˚ degree due to waveform blurring. Accordingly, all the
measurements obtained over the Station Nord runway overflight would have been discarded. We
have not applied this as standard, as the CReSIS radar is a classical altimeter, and not a SAR altimeter,
which might be less affected by large roll‐angles, and needs further investigation. We have, though,
indicated in Table 7 columns 7 and 10 with ‘italics’, how much data would have been discarded due
to the waveform blurring. The standard deviations are extremely low (2 cm) for overflights in
Akureyri, and much higher for the Station Nord overflights (8 cm). Based on the analysis above and
the largest number of observations, the best runway overflight is the second runway overflight in
Akureyri for both Ka‐ and Ku‐band, and these offsets have to be applied to all retracked CReSIS
elevations prior to any analysis using absolute heights.
The runway overflight on August 9 in Akureyri is visualized in Figure 12 and 13, respectively. The
along‐track comparison of the ALS surface elevations (blue) and retracked elevations (red) is shown
in Figure 13 top left, together with aircraft roll‐angles (black) in lower left. The statistical distribution
of the differences between the ALS elevations and CReSIS Ka/Ku‐bands are shown in the histograms
(right). In this section, the offset between the CReSIS and ALS surface heights are found, using a
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threshold (8 dB rising along the leading edge, CReSIS, J. Li) retracked surface elevations. Similar
procedures have to be applied by the user of the CReSIS data when using other retrackers.
Table 7: Radar offsets (ALS‐CReSIS) over estimated over runways with two choices of retrackers
CReSIS
Band

Profile

Site

Over‐
flight

Start
time
UTC

End
time
UTC

#
poin
ts

Off‐set
(m)

Std
(m)

Roll (%)

Ku

Data_20190809_01_008

AEY

1/1

40575

40589

181
166

2.31

0.02

92

Data_20190809_01_013

AEY

2/2

41142

41188

570
474

2.25

0.02

82

Data_20190811_02_160

STN

1/1

63483

63501

221
0

2.41

0.08

0

Data_20190809_01_008

AEY

1/1

40575

40589

181
166

1.39

0.02

92

Data_20190809_01_013

AEY

2/2

41142

41188

570
474

1.32

0.02

100

Data_20190811_02_160

STN

1/1

63483

63501

221
0

1.49

0.08

0

Ka

Figure 12: ALS elevation model
(w.r.t WGS‐84) of runway in
Akureyri (AEY) August 09, 2019.
Flight track from the second
overflight added on top.
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Figure 13: Comparison of ALS and CReSIS radar elevations over the runway in Akureyri, August 9, 2019 (2nd
overflight). ALS (blue), CReSIS Ka‐band (red) and Ku‐band (green) (top left). The distributions of elevation
differences between ALS and CReSIS Ka‐band (top right) and ALS and CReSIS Ku‐band (bottom right) are
shown in histograms.
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5.5

Camera

To complement the analysis of CReSIS and ALS data over sea ice, high‐resolution images are collected
along the flights. A nadir looking Garmin camera was installed on the mounting plate (Figure 4) which
also holds the four CReSIS antennas. Slant looking images were obtained using a GoPro7 camera. The
camera was mounted in the rear starboard window in the cabin. Both cameras were remotely
controlled, and time tagged using the internal camera clock. By combining the time tag of the images
with GPS data, the images have been geo‐located along the flight lines. Positions of each image are
given in a position file, and the raw images are packed in zip‐files listed in Appendix 16. An overview
of the properties of the cameras is given in Table 8 and image examples are shown in Figure 14.
Garmin, nadir photos
● Pics time = UTC
GoPro7, off‐nadir photos (right side w.r.t. flight direction)
● Pics time = UTC
Table 8: Overview of camera types and settings.
Camera type

View

Interval (sec)

Resolution
(pixels)

Image size
(MB)

Software
program

Format

Garmin

Nadir‐looking

5

1920x1080

~0.5

VIRB app

JPEG

GoPro 7

Slant‐looking

5

3000x4000

~2.2

GoPro app

JPEG
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Figure 14: Examples of nadir looking image from Garmin (left) and slant‐looking image from GoPro7 (right)
taken during flight on August 11, 2019.
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6 Coincident satellite observations – preliminary results
The primary aim of the CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 2019 summer campaign was to underfly the CryoSat‐2 and
ICESat‐2 missions and gather coincident satellite altimetry and airborne validation data under
summer conditions. Two CryoSat‐2 and two ICESat‐2 orbits were targeted out of various planned
flight tracks to take advantage of the best weather conditions during the time window of the
campaign. The resulting two flights are displayed in Figure 1 (Section 1) aligned with one orbit for
each satellite per flight. Satellite passes are marked with stars – note that some clouds were
encountered on the westernmost ICESat‐2 track. The flights were carried out on August 11 and 12
with details of the timing and orbit numbers listed in Table 9.
Timing is crucial for sea ice validation flights due to the drift and the underflights were successfully
timed within a few hours of satellite acquisition. This is challenging due to e.g. weather conditions
and limited airport operating hours. To assist flight planning sea ice conditions including drift was
kindly provided by R. Saldo at DTU Space. An example of a Sentinel‐1 SAR scene with an overlay of
sea ice drift vectors is seen in Figure 15 providing a valuable overview of the targeted survey area.
Table 9: Overview of airborne data acquisitions along CryoSat‐2 and ICESat‐2 ground tracks, together with
information of orbit numbers, passage time, and airborne data acquisition time window.
Date

2019‐08‐11

2019‐08‐12

Final Report

Airborne (UTC)

14:08 ‐ 17:48

00:18 ‐ 04:49

Satellite

Orbit #

Satellite
passage time
(UTC)

ICESat‐2

680

14:50

CryoSat‐2

49519

18:50

ICESat‐2

687

01:45

CryoSat‐2

49525

04:40

Notes

Some clouds
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Figure 15: Example of Sentinel‐1 SAR image and drift vectors (green) for the Wandel Sea on August 11 2019,
where “*” represents a decimal separator, e.g. 7*1 km is 7.1 km/day (From www.seaice.dk).
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6.1

ICESat‐2 and CryoSat‐2

Summer sea ice conditions are particularly challenging with respect to estimates of sea ice
thicknesses observed from radar altimeters, as these are strongly affected by the presence of melt
ponds (see Figure 16), which are smooth and highly reflective surfaces, leading to snagging events
messing up the returned radar signals. In addition, the sea ice concentration tends to be lower in the
marginal ice zones in summer (Figure 17) resulting in more leads, which together with a tendency of
smaller ice floes compared to winter conditions, also complicates the analysis of the returned radar
signal. Common approaches of Arctic sea ice thickness estimates from radar altimetry, simply
excludes the summer sea ice limiting the coverage period to include only the winter period from
October to April. Only recently, Dawson et al. (2022), have successfully estimated pan‐Arctic summer
sea ice radar freeboards from CryoSat‐2 by developing a new method for lead detection adapted to
these conditions.

Figure 16: ALS swath surface elevations (w.r.t. WGS‐84) acquired along flight on August 11, 2019, at UTC 17:28 (left)
and corresponding nadir looking image (Garmin_223_2370.jpg, right). The surface elevation of the melt ponds are only
captured by ALS along a narrow band centered at nadir. Off‐nadir measurements of melt ponds are reflected away
from off‐nadir measurements leaving gaps in the data.
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Figure 17: Sea ice concentration from OSI‐SAF © EUMETSAT (left).

ICESat‐2 photon counting laser altimeter instrument ATLAS is capable of resolving features as narrow
as 7 m and achieve a vertical height precision of 0.01 m, which allows detailed estimates of melt
pond withs, depths, and fraction (Farrell et al., 2020; Tilling et al. 2020). Other related small scale
features revealed by ICESat‐2 relates to surface roughness, ridge height, ridge frequency, floe size
distribution, and lead frequency (Farrell et al., 2020). These capabilities all favor improved estimates
of summer sea ice thickness by use of ICESat‐2, however, these are still preliminary as melt ponds are
not classified separately from other surface types during height retrievals, and the algorithm relies
heavily on a further height filter to separate melt ponds from leads (Tilling et al., 2020).
Here we present initial plots (Figure 18) of a subsection of ICESat‐2 photon elevations along flight on
August 11, 2019 (ICESat‐2 orbit #680) covering similar latitudes as Figure 16. The data coverage
between ALS and ICESat‐2 (Figures 16 and 18) might not be exactly overlapping due to the drift of
sea ice, as ICESat‐2 are acquired about 2 hrs 45 min before the ALS data, but also due to potential
inconsistencies between airborne flight track and post‐processed ICEsat‐2 ground track. The photon
elevations are obtained from the ATL03 product using the GT2R, which is the ICESat‐2 reference
ground track (center) strong beam (Neumann et al., 2019). We have included all signal photons
(green) with signal confidence == ’medium’ or ’high’, and background photons (gray) including buffer
(background) as well as ’low’ confidence photons by using the signal confidence flags provided in the
ATL03 product. Areas marked by ‘A’ and ‘B’ might represent reflections from melt ponds. ‘A’ shows
an area where the background photons could potentially be reflections from the bottom of a shallow
melt pond. Such examples were also included in Tilling et al. (2020). ‘B’ could potentially show an
area, where bottom reflections from a melt pond could be classified as signal, but could also be ’after
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pulses’, which can be represented over very calm areas, i.e. leads or melt ponds. This could also be
the case for area ‘A’. For the provided example, we do not see any clear top/bottom reflections from
melt ponds as was the case for some of the examples presented in Tilling et al. (2020) and Farrell et
al. (2020). In Tilling et al. (2020) they further elaborate that the ability of ICESat‐2 to resolve both the
surface and underlying ice of a melt pond will depend on its water roughness and stage of refreezing,
which determine the level of surface water reflectivity and photon penetration. Additionally, two
distinct surfaces will only be visible in cases where the pond depth is greater than the ~20 cm pulse
width (Neumann et al., 2019).

Figure 18: ICESat‐2 photon elevations from ATL03 orbit #680 along a subsection of CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 track (top)
marked by gray in full track (bottom) from flight on August 11, 2019. The subsection is similar to the example
provided in Figure 16.
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6.2

CReSIS radar examples and intercomparison to ALS

The following examples demonstrating the capabilities of the CReSIS radar over sea ice and the
Greenland ice sheet during the CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 campaign, have been taken from Rodríguez‐
Morales et al. (2021).
Figure 19 (a) and (b) shows the specular responses (after deconvolving system effects) measured
over an open lead (seawater) in the Arctic Ocean. Sea ice leads do not have snow coating and behave
as mirror‐like surfaces for radar signals at these frequencies (ideally with no volume scattering). We
used these measurements to calibrate the system and verify its sensitivity. The signal‐to‐noise ratios
(SNRs) obtained in these plots are ∼40 dB at Ka‐band to ∼60 dB at Ku‐band. This shows that the
system has sufficient sensitivity to conduct dual‐band altimetry measurements. It is worth
mentioning that some of the Ka‐band data frames showed significant amplitude roll‐off in the 35‐38
GHz range. In those cases, the best echogram results were obtained by sub‐banding the data to
include 32.5‐35 GHz only, which results in some reduction in vertical resolution. The source of the
abovementioned amplitude roll‐off is being investigated and will be addressed in future
deployments.
Figure 19 (c)–(e) shows sample echograms from coincident dualband height retrievals over the
Greenland Ice Sheet margin (frame ID 20190810_02_001). The Ku‐band signal offered some
penetration and the ability to resolve a subsurface layer at an average depth of 30 cm assuming the
same dielectric constant of 1.53. This interface is tracked in Figure 19 (d) and not visible in the Ka‐
band echogram of Figure 19 (e). We used data from the ALS to perform initial comparisons of the
radar‐inferred height retrievals. Figure 19 (f) shows the surface topography variations derived from
dual‐band radar and ALS data for 56 consecutive frames, which corresponds to 280 linear km. We
obtained a first‐order match between the radar and ALS‐derived elevations after correcting for
intrinsic delay offsets of less than 13 ns. Figure 19 (g) shows the elevation differences between the
ALS and the Ku‐band radar altimetry profiles over 48,584 points. Large elevation differences of up to
34 m occurred in areas with complex topography (e.g., regions with crevasses or with precipitous
slopes). The corresponding frequency distribution histogram with outliers removed (98.7% of the
points being counted) is shown in Figure 19 (h). We obtained nearly identical results when comparing
the ALS minus Ka‐band radar offsets along the survey line, as shown in Figure 19 (i) and (j). The mean
value of the elevation differences for both comparisons is close to zero, with a standard deviation of
0.71 m. These results indicate that the surface elevation readings obtained with the Ku‐ and Ka‐band
radar signals are highly consistent with one another. Fine‐scale offsets in surface height retrievals
obtained from ALS and radar data are expected based on previous studies Leuschen et al. (2008) and
Giles et al. (2007). These differences are not straightforward to interpret, though, because they stem
from a variety of factors, including the unequal surface illuminations between the multi‐UWB radar
and the ALS, terrain‐induced errors, snow surface conditions and interactions, and the choice of the
surface tracking algorithm. Although further analyses will be required to better understand these
differences, our initial results show the feasibility of using our instrument to carry out dual‐band
radar altimetry measurements.
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Figure 19: Normalized received waveforms from tests over a sea ice lead (after deconvolution) from (a) Ku‐band and (b)
Ka‐band; elevation‐corrected echogram from height retrievals over the Greenland Ice Sheet periphery using (c) Ku‐band;
(d) same data frame with the subsurface interface tracked; (e) elevation‐corrected echogram from Ka‐band data. (f)
Comparison between ALS and dual‐band radar altimetry data across 56 contiguous frames over the Greenland Ice Sheet
margin; (g) elevation differences between lidar and Ku‐band radar data after systematic offset corrections and (h)
corresponding distribution histogram; (i) elevation difference between lidar and Ka‐band radar data and (j)
corresponding
distribution histogram. From Rodríguez‐Morales et al. (2021) their Figure 5.

Figure 20 shows some results to illustrate how coincidental UWB radar data can be spectrally
segmented to simulate the operation of other instruments. Figure 20 (a) shows a portion of the same
Ku‐band frame ID 20190810_02_001 between 0.7 and 1.7 km from the beginning of the segment,
without elevation corrections and processed with the full 6 GHz bandwidth. Figure 20 (b) shows the
same frame processed with a center frequency of 13.5 GHz and 1 GHz bandwidth to emulate the
operation of the ASIRAS instrument in its widest bandwidth configuration [Accessed Jun. 2021.
[Online]. Available: https://earth.esa.int/web/eoportal/airborne‐sensors/asiras]. Figure 20 (c) shows
the normalized received power profiles as a function of depth for the range line #190 (km marker
0.98). The range profiles were shifted horizontally so that zero aligns with the power maxima. From
this plot, we observed that the subsurface interface is brighter than the surface. The subbanded
data may thus lead to ambiguity in the determination of the surface location, whereas the full‐
bandwidth data resolve both interfaces distinctly.
Figure 20 (d) shows the same frame for the Ka‐band data processed with full bandwidth. Figure 20
(e) shows the corresponding frame subbanded to match the operating parameters of the SARAL
AltiKa instrument (35.75 GHz center frequency with 500 MHz of bandwidth) [Accessed Jun. 2021.
[Online]. Available: https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite‐missions/s/saral]. Figure 20
(f) shows the corresponding normalized A‐scopes aligned to the surface location. The differences in
signal penetration and the dominance of the power coming from the surface and subsurface for Ka‐
and Ku‐band signals can be used to infer the thickness of snow layers, even with narrowband data
[Guerreiro et al., 2016], [Ricker et al., 2018], whereas the UWBdata are a valuable verification tool
for the unambiguous identification of shallow subsurface interfaces.
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One of the conclusions in Rodríguez‐Morales et al. (2020) is to include lower frequency C/S‐band (2–
8 GHz) to fully utilize the capabilities to capture thin snow over sea ice. However, this would demand
an alternative antenna setup for the DTU system, as there cannot be fitted a third antenna in the
hole of the aircraft with the current setup.

Figure 20: Results illustrating full‐bandwidth and subbanded processing to emulate the operating parameters of the
ASIRAS and AltiKA instruments, respectively: (a) Ku‐band data frame without altitude corrections processed with 6 GHz
bandwidth; (b) same frame processed with 1 GHz bandwidth at a center frequency of 13.5 GHz; (c) A‐scopes comparing
the Ku‐band received power profiles with full and reduced bandwidth for one range line. (d) Ka‐band data frame without
altitude corrections processed with 6 GHz bandwidth; (e) same frame processed with 0.5 GHz bandwidth at a center
frequency of 35.75 GHz; (f) A‐scopes comparing the Ka‐band received power profiles with full and reduced bandwidth for
one range line. From Rodríguez‐Morales et al. (2021) their Figure 6.
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7 Conclusion
The CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 Arctic campaign has collected data along two CryoSat‐2 and two
ICESat‐2 ground tracks over summer sea ice in the Arctic Ocean. Due to weather conditions most of
the measurements that were planned for the transit flights were cancelled, but some data over the
Greenland Ice Sheet was collected on the way to Station Nord.
During the campaign data was acquired for the first time with the CReSIS Ka/Ku‐band radar system,
together with high‐resolution near‐infrared airborne Laser Scanner (ALS). The same combined GPS
and INS post‐processed solutions has been used to support processing of both the CReSIS radar and
the ALS, to secure consistencies between the instruments and using the full potential of being flown
on the same platform. Post‐processed ALS data show high quality with low mean differences (<6 cm)
and standard deviations (<8 cm) of crossovers over relatively flat surfaces, i.e. the Greenland Ice
Sheet and landfast sea ice.
First results of the CReSIS radar demonstrates that the system has sufficient sensitivity to conduct
dual‐band altimetry measurements to capture specular returns, i.e. leads and melt ponds over sea
ice covered regions. The CReSIS radar is a classic nadir‐looking altimeter, i.e. the current system
configuration does not support acquisition in the SAR nor SARIn mode that CryoSat‐2 does, and
former airborne radars (ASIRAS and KAREN) used in previous CryoVEx campaigns. The processing is,
although, performed with a form of along‐track SAR processing to narrow the beam in that direction.
A drawback from subbanded processing to emulate the operating parameters of the ASIRAS and
AltiKA instruments, is that the subsurface interface is brighter than the surface, which may lead to
ambiguity in the determination of the surface location, whereas the full‐bandwidth data resolve both
interfaces distinctly.
One of the conclusions in Rodríguez‐Morales et al. (2020) is to include lower frequency C/S‐band (2–
8 GHz) to fully utilize the capabilities to capture thin snow over sea ice. However, this would demand
an alternative antenna setup for the DTU system, as there cannot be fitted a third antenna in the
hole of the aircraft with the current setup.
Over the East Greenland Ice Sheet we obtained nearly identical results when comparing the ALS
minus Ka‐band radar offsets along the survey line. The mean value of the elevation differences for
both comparisons is close to zero, with a standard deviation of 0.71 m. This is what can be expected
for summer conditions. We also found the Ku‐band capable of tracking a sub‐surface layer at an
average depth of 30 cm (assuming the same dielectric constant of 1.53). This sub‐surface layer is not
visible in the Ka‐band.
We identified a few improvements that can be made to the dual‐band radar setup for future
installation. In particular, (i) regarding the placement of RF absorbing foam in the nadir port to
reduce coherent noise; and (ii) in reducing amplitude variations in the Ka‐band signal over the 35‐38
GHz range”.
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In the initial example of ICESat‐2 photon elevations from a subset of ATL03 reference ground track
(center) strong beam along underflight of ICESat‐2 orbit #680, we might have identified the
surface/bottom reflections of two melt ponds. These examples could potentially be caused by the
effect of ’after pulses’, which can be represented over very calm areas, i.e. leads or melt ponds, and
needs further analysis.
The CryoVEx/ICESat‐2 summer 2019 campaign was successfully concluded, and the data adds unique
measurements to validate ICESat‐2 and CryoSat‐2 over summer sea ice. The results will assist on‐
going calibration and validation activities and support decision‐making for future dual frequency
satellite missions.
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9 APPENDIX Operator Logs
DOY 220, August 8, 2019: Test flight, AEY
Start up on GPU
1930
193100
‐‐‐‐‐

2006

Taxi
New scanner file
Power failure on instruments. Start all again. No apparent reason, but maybe variability in power while the
aircraft starts up. Agreed for the rest of the campaign to wait with startup till the power from the aircraft is more
stable.
New scanner file
Take off AEY
No scanner signal. No OXTS signal.
OXTS seems ok.
Decided to go back without calibration because no scanner signal. Also issues with the radar system in one of the
operating bands.
Landing AEY
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193900
1942
1943
1946
1953

DOY 221, August 9, 2019: Test/Cal flight AEY, AEY‐CNP, CNP‐Mestersvig, Mestersvig‐BGDN
‐‐‐‐
1050
1059
1102
‐‐‐
1116
112545
113030
113405
1138

Left rack PC very slow to start up. Had to restart several times.
On apron. Power on from aircraft.
Taxi
Take off AEY
All instruments fine. Fly over water to calibrate radar system.
First runway overflight at 1000ft
Second runway overflight at 800ft
First overflight of calibration building
Second overflight of calibration building
Landing AEY

‐‐‐‐‐
1303
1306
‐‐‐
1537

7 PAX. We have an extra passenger going to Mestersvig
Taxi
Take off AEY
Only GPS and EGI logging
Landed CNP

‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐
1559
1644

7 PAX. We have an extra passenger going to Mestersvig
Only GPS logging
Take off CNP
Landed Mestersvig

‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐
1659
1810

6 PAX.
Only GPS logging
Take off Mestersvig
Landing BGDN
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DOY 222, August 10, 2019: BGDN‐PROMICE lines‐STN
1443
‐‐‐‐
151300
152045
152525
160804
1619
162250
1541
164200
1708
1745
182200
1829

Final Report

Take off BGDN
There is an issue with the front antenna, and AIR1, AIR2 and Maxor do not see any satellites. It is unclear why.
Must be antenna cable or splitter. Therefore we do not collect OXTS data and only GPS data on AIR3.
New scanner file
STST4
Then left turn to cross line
STST4
STST3
The front antenna works again. No apparent change so probably a loose connection or cable that should be
replaced.
STST2
reach glacier front, and we break off the line and head to STN
New scanner file
Stop scanner, too high altitude
Poor GPS signal from front antenna again
New scanner file
Landing STN
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DOY 223, August 11, 2019: STN‐ICESat‐CryoSat‐STN
ICESat‐2 track #680 at 14:50
CS2 track # 49519 at 18:50
140500
1408
144410
1450
150700
‐‐‐
1533
‐‐‐
155600
‐‐‐
1604
1632
165500
1700
171850
1726
1738
1742
1745
1748
‐‐‐

New scanner file, TS1
Take off STN
I2
ICESat pass, broken floes
New scanner file
Low clouds/fog
I4, low clouds
Breaks line, go to CS2
New scanner file
Tear drop turn to CS2
CS2, sunshine again
CS3
New scanner file, some patches of fog
CS4
Open lead, icebergs
CS5
Over RWY
Over BLG
Over BLG
Landing STN
almost no wind all flight
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DOY 224, August 12, 2019: STN‐ICESat‐CryoSat‐STN
ICESat‐2 track #687 at 01:45
CS2 track # 49525 at 04:40
‐‐‐
0018
001945
0022
012200
‐‐‐
0128
0130
0133
0155
0203
0217
0220
022600
0242
031340
032045
040430
0430
043000
0449
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Problems with start up of rack PC(left) – restart 3 times
Take off STN
OXTS seems out of order, restart later
New scanner file
Restart OXTS, new file 190812_2.ncom
New scanner file
Cloudy, light rain
Low clouds/fog + high clouds
On IS track but all clouds
Climb
Still clouds but open patches
High clouds, NO low clouds
Good conditions
EOL left turn to cross track
New scanner file
Tear drop turn to CS track
CS2
New scanner file
CS4
CS5 EOL
New scanner file
Landing STN
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DOY 226, August 14, 2019: STN‐MVG‐CNP‐AEY
Start up power on ground. During taxi power shut down.
Same problem as earlier in the campaign. Decided to take off and restart in air. EGI is not aligned.
0950
1030
1327
1354

1433
1459
1710

Take off STN
6 PAX (We had an extra passenger STN‐MVG)
Close to first survey line (79 N glacier). Bad weather with clouds/snow so we decided to skip the planned 79N
and Tobias Ø measurements.
Landing MVG
Take off MVG
5 PAX
Only emap and AIR1‐4 logging
Landing CNP
Take off CNP
Only AIR1 logging
Landing AEY
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10 APPENDIX Overview acquired ALS data
Stop
time
(dechr)

GPS/ALS
antenna
offset in m
(dx, dy, dz)

Angles
(pitch, roll,
heading)

Date

DOY

File name

Start
time
(dechr)

08‐08‐2019

220

220_193100.2dd
220_193900.2dd

19.51692
19.64984

19.55586
19.55587

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

09‐08‐2019

221a

221_110030.2dd

11.00839

11.63601

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

‐2.35 0.06 0.40

0

Calib AEY

09‐08‐2019

221b

‐

‐

‐

‐3.70 0.52 1.58

‐

‐

No data

222

222_145200.2dd
222_151300.2dd
222_164200.2dd
222_182200.2dd

14.86687
15.21657
16.69969
18.36561

15.21032
16.69281
17.14459
18.50839

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

‐1.5 0.00 0.40

1.7’

223

223_140500.2dd
223_150700.2dd
223_155600.2dd
223_165500.2dd

14.08344
15.11580
15.93210
16.91625

15.10817
15.92700
16.90524
17.81723

0.20 0.06 0.40

2
2
2
2

0.32923
1.36673
2.43339
3.34567
4.50019

1.32930
2.42758
3.33890
4.49469
4.81830

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

0.20 0.06 0.40

0
0
0
0
0

‐

‐

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

‐

‐

10‐08‐2019

11‐08‐2019

12‐08‐2019

224

224_001945.2dd
224_012200.2dd
224_022600.2dd
224_032045.2dd
224_043000.2dd

14‐08‐2019

226

‐

0.00 ‐0.35 1.42

dt
(s)

Comment
s

No data
Test AEY

Calib STN

No data

‘ GPS timing missing for ALS
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11 APPENDIX Overview of acquired CReSIS data
File name

Comments

data_v11_00_20190809_060636_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190809_063738_0223.bin

Test flight data

data_v11_00_20190809_172404_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190809_172553_0013.bin

Antenna isolation check

data_v11_00_20190810_151857_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190810_173748_0508.bin

Transit flight with survey

data_v11_00_20190811_141812_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190811_174539_1415.bin

Survey flight

data_v11_00_20190812_020449_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190812_042927_0705.bin

Survey flight

data_v11_00_20190814_140034_0000.bin to
data_v11_00_20190814_140330_0021.bin

Antenna isolation check during transit after
installing additional absorber (reference for
potential installations in the future)
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12 APPENDIX File name convention
In general, the filename contains a shortcut for the instrument and the start and stop time of the
data file.
CReSIS qlook:
Data_YYYYMMDD_SS_FFF.mat
YYYYMMDD Start time give in year, month and day
SS
Data segment number
FFF
Data frame number

GPS
GPS_ANT_VER_SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS‐PPPPPP_0001.DBL
ANT
VER
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
PPPPPP

GPS antenna, e.g. R for rear, and F for front
Version
Start time given as YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS
Stop time given as HHMMSS

Inertial Navigation System (INS)
INS_ SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS‐PPPPPP_0001.DBL
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
PPPPPP

Start time given as YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS
Stop time given as HHMMSS

Airborne laser scanner (ALS) full resolution
ALS_SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS‐PPPPPP.nc
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
PPPPPP
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13 APPENDIX Processed GPS data in ESA format
Differentially processed GPS data is delivered in binary, big endian format with each record
formatted as described by Cullen (2010).

Date

DOY

File Name

Size [MB]

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_F_20190809T165957_172655_0001.DBL

97.2

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_R_20190808T193450_200311_0001.DBL

102.1

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_R_20190809T105637_113907_0001.DBL

153.1

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_R_20190809T125600_153801_0001.DBL

583.3

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_R_20190809T155724_164409_0001.DBL

168.4

09‐08‐2019

221

GPS_R_20190809T165957_172655_0001.DBL

97.2

10‐08‐2019

222

GPS_R_20190810T144101_183057_0001.DBL

827.8

11‐08‐2019

223

GPS_R_20190811T140029_174924_0001.DBL

824.2

12‐08‐2019

224

GPS_R_20190812T000400_044924_0001.DBL

1,027.5
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14 APPENDIX Processed INS data in ESA format
Processed INS data is delivered in binary, big endian format with each record formatted as described
by Cullen (2010).

Date

DOY

File Name

Size [MB]

09‐08‐2019

221

INS_20190809T105700_113835_0001.DBL

4.2

09‐08‐2019

221

INS_20190809T130336_153723_0001.DBL

15.8

10‐08‐2019

222

INS_20190810T144500_182957_0001.DBL

23.2

11‐08‐2019

223

INS_20190811T140925_174937_0001.DBL

22.7

12‐08‐2019

224

INS_20190812T001200_044913_0001.DBL

28.6
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15 APPENDIX Processed ALS data
Date

DOY

File

Size [MB]

09‐08‐2019

221

ALS_20190809T110236_113804.nc

117.5

10‐08‐2019

222

ALS_20190810T151333_164135.nc

374.8

ALS_20190810T164200_170652

52.2

ALS_20190810T182157_182940

32.2

ALS_20190811T150658_155539.nc

135.6

ALS_20190811T155557_165420.nc

120.8

ALS_20190811T165511_174844.nc

196.1

ALS_20190812T001945_012126.nc

164.8

ALS_20190812T012200_022539.nc

149.1

ALS_20190812T022600_032020.nc

118.1

ALS_20190812T032044_042940.nc

219.8

ALS_20190812T043000_044844.nc

33.3

11‐08‐2019

12‐08‐2019

223

224
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16 APPENDIX Time‐tagged and geo‐located images
ASCII file

Date

File name of zipped file

File Size
(MB)

PIX_VER_20190811.pos

11‐08‐2019

PIX_VER_20190811T141021‐151026.zip

248.0

PIX_VER_20190811T151026‐161031.zip

269.0

PIX_VER_20190811T161031‐171036.zip

323.5

PIX_VER_20190811T171036‐174741.zip

169.0

PIX_SLANT_20190811T141021‐144021.zip

844.5

PIX_SLANT_20190811T144021‐151026.zip

845.5

PIX_SLANT_20190811T151031‐152956.zip

551.6

PIX_SLANT_20190811T160028‐160048.zip

11.7

PIX_SLANT_20190811T172222‐173602.zip

666.4

PIX_SLANT_20190811.pos

11‐08‐2019

PIX_VER_20190812_VIRB109.pos

12‐08‐2019

PIX_VER_20190812T141021‐151026.zip

598.1

PIX_VER_20190812_VIRB110.pos

12‐08‐2019

PIX_VER_20190812T141021‐151026.zip

663.0

PIX_VER_20190812_VIRB111.pos

12‐08‐2019

PIX_VER_20190812T141021‐151026.zip

670.3

PIX_SLANT_20190812.pos

12‐08‐2019

PIX_SLANT_20190812T002115‐005115

810.1

PIX_SLANT_20190812T005120‐012120

809.1

PIX_SLANT_20190812T012125‐015125

816.9

PIX_SLANT_20190812T015130‐022130

810.7

PIX_SLANT_20190812T022135‐025134

814.7

PIX_SLANT_20190812T025139‐032139

811.4

PIX_SLANT_20190812T032144‐035144

812.8

PIX_SLANT_20190812T035149‐042149

815.8

PIX_SLANT_20190812T042154‐044744

699.8
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17 APPENDIX Final CReSIS data format
Variables: RS Record Size
Variable Name

Size

Bytes

Class

Units

Description

GPS_time

1x RS

7024

double

seconds

GPS time in seconds
since 1ST JANUARY
1970 00:00:00 UTC

Time

14713x RS

117704

double

seconds

2‐way travel time

Latitude

1x RS

7024

double

Decimal
degrees

Longitude

1x RS

7024

double

Decimal
degrees

Data

14713x RS

51672056

single

Watts

Waveforms (Power x
2‐way travel time)

Elevation

1x RS

7024

double

m

Flight altitude above
WGS‐84

Surface

1x RS

7024

double

seconds

Retracked 2‐way
travel time

Pitch

1x RS

7024

double

radians

Roll

1x RS

7024

double

radians

Heading

1x RS

7024

double

radians

file_type

1x 5

10

char

‘qlook’

file_version

1x 1

2

char

‘1’

param_qlook

1x 1

300010

struct

Control settings for
data loading and
processing

param_records

1x 1

61305

struct

Control settings for
creating record files

radiometric_cor
r_dB

1x 1

8

double

Radiometric
correction in dB
applied in data
processing
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18 APPENDIX Processed CReSIS data
Ka‐band:
Date

DOY

File name

Start time
Seconds since
midnight (UTC:
HHMMSS.SS)

Stop time
Seconds since
midnight (UTC:
HHMMSS.SS)

File
Size
(MB)

30‐03‐2019

89

Data_20190330_01_001.mat

171008.89

171700.64

216

04‐04‐2019

94

Data_20190404_01_001.mat

181720.47

182121.01

24

09‐08‐2019

221

Data_20190809_01_001.mat
…
Data_20190809_01_019.mat

110617.91

113719.89

1200

10‐08‐2019

222

Data_20190810_02_001.mat
…
Data_20190810_02_060.mat

153531.35

164514.39

2800

11‐08‐2019

223a

Data_20190811_02_001.mat
Data_20190811_02_002.mat
Data_20190811_02_003.mat

141811.34

142140.01

72

11‐08‐2019

223b

Data_20190811_02_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_02_165.mat

143220.90

174540.11

3900

12‐08‐2019

224a

Data_20190812_01_001.mat

012623.72

012717.11

17

12‐08‐2019

224b

Data_20190812_02_001.mat
Data_20190812_02_002.mat

013511.01

013720.89

88

12‐08‐2019

224c

Data_20190812_03_001.mat
…
Data_20190812_03_005.mat

020447.45

021021.30

60

12‐08‐2019

224d

Data_20190811_04_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_04_035.mat

021038.14

025046.60

421

12‐08‐2019

224e

Data_20190811_04_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_04_091.mat

025119.23

042927.88

1900
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Ku‐band:
Date

DOY

File name

Start time
Seconds since
midnight (UTC:
HHMMSS.SS)

Stop time
Seconds since
midnight
(UTC:
HHMMSS.SS)

File Size
(MB)

30‐03‐2019

89

Data_20190330_01_001.mat

171008.89

171700.64

216

04‐04‐2019

94

Data_20190404_01_001.mat

181720.47

182121.01

24

09‐08‐2019

221

Data_20190809_01_001.mat
…
Data_20190809_01_019.mat

110617.91

113719.89

1200

10‐08‐2019

222

Data_20190810_02_001.mat
…
Data_20190810_02_060.mat

153531.35

164514.39

2800

11‐08‐2019

223a

Data_20190811_02_001.mat
Data_20190811_02_002.mat
Data_20190811_02_003.mat

141811.34

142140.01

144

11‐08‐2019

223b

Data_20190811_02_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_02_165.mat

143220.90

174540.11

7900

12‐08‐2019

224a

Data_20190812_01_001.mat

012623.72

012717.11

36

12‐08‐2019

224b

Data_20190812_02_001.mat
Data_20190812_02_002.mat

013511.01

013720.89

88

12‐08‐2019

224c

Data_20190812_03_001.mat
…
Data_20190812_03_005.mat

020447.45

021021.30

116

12‐08‐2019

224d

Data_20190811_04_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_04_035.mat

021038.14

025046.60

857

12‐08‐2019

224e

Data_20190811_04_001.mat
…
Data_20190811_04_091.mat

025119.23

042927.88

4000
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